STUDENT EXPERIENCES ANY COVID-19 SYMPTOM(S)

- Sore Throat, Congestion, Fever (100.4 or higher), Runny Nose, Extreme Fatigue, Cough, Chills, New/Bad Headache, Shortness of Breath, Nausea, Muscle/Body Aches, Difficult Breathing, Vomiting, Loss of Taste or Smell, Diarrhea

1. **STUDENT STAYS HOME FROM SCHOOL**
   - Report absence to school site

   **THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH STRONGLY RECOMMENDS**
   - STUDENT SEEKS MEDICAL GUIDANCE AND/OR COVID-19 TESTING

2. **SCENARIO 1: NEGATIVE COVID-19 TEST RESULT FROM ANY TEST (LABORATORY BASED OR AT-HOME)**
   - Student may return to school after 24 hours of no fever (without use of fever reducing medicine) and other symptoms have improved.

**SCENARIO 2: POSITIVE COVID-19 TEST RESULTS**

Student should isolate & inform school site of positive test results.

Individuals testing positive should stay home for at least 5 days. Isolation can end after day 5 if symptoms are not present or are resolving AND a laboratory-based or at-home test is collected on day 5 or later tests negative. If unable to test or choosing not to test, and symptoms are not present or are resolving, isolation can end after day 10.
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